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Abstract
The power consumption of coherent fiber-optical communication systems is beco-
ming increasingly important, for both environmental and economical reasons. The
data traffic on the Internet is increasing at a faster pace than that at which optical
network equipment is becoming more energy efficient, which means that the overall
power consumption of the Internet is increasing. In addition, wasted energy leads to
higher costs for network operators, through increased electricity expenses but also
because the heat generated in the equipment limits how closely it can be packed.
This thesis includes power consumption modelling, trade-off studies and inves-
tigations of novel schemes that may lead to an improved energy efficiency in future
systems. In particular, the power consumption of optical amplifiers is modelled and
connected to a performance model based on the Gaussian-noise model. Using these
models, the trade-offs between amplifier power consumption and the choice of mo-
dulation format and forward-error-correction (FEC) scheme is studied. We find that
16-ary quadrature-amplitude modulation (16QAM) has a lower energy consumption
per bit than quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) due to its higher spectral effi-
ciency, and that using a shorter amplifier spacing to improve signal quality may be
more energy efficient than using a powerful FEC.
Furthermore, the power consumption for a coherent link with minimal digital
signal processing (DSP) is studied. We find that when the DSP is minimized, it
accounts for below 10% of the power consumption, which is dominated by the optical
components.
Finally, we demonstrate that the phase-coherence of optical frequency comb lines
can be utilized to simplify the carrier-recovery by joint processing of multiple wave-
length channels. We use the phase-drift from one wavelength channel to compensate
the phase-drift of another one spaced up to±275GHz away with negligible penalty.
Keywords: Fiber-optical communication, coherent detection, energy-efficiency, power con-
sumption, optical amplifier, erbium-doped fiber amplifier, Raman amplification, digital signal
processing, carrier-recovery, phase-tracking, optical frequency comb
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ADC Analog-to-digital converter
ASE Amplified spontaneous emission
ASIC Application-specific integrated
circuit
BER Bit-error rate
BPS Blind phase-search
CD Chromatic dispersion
CMA Constant-modulus algorithm
COP Coefficient of performance
DAC Digital-to-analog converter
DBP Digital back-propagation
DCF Dispersion-compensating fiber
DD Decision-directed
DEMUX Demultiplexer
DSP Digital signal processing
EDF Erbium-doped fiber
EDFA Erbium-doped fiber amplifier
FBG Fiber-bragg grating
FEC Forward error correction
FIR Finite impulse-response
FWHM Full-width half-maximum
FWM Four-wave mixing
GMI Generalized mutual information
IQ In-phase-quadrature
ISI Inter-symbol interference
LD Laser diode
LO Local oscillator
MCF Multi-core fiber
MIMO Multiple-input multiple-output
MMA Multi-modulus algorithm
MUX Multiplexer
MZM Mach-Zehnder modulator
NLI Non-linear interference
OSNR Optical signal-to-noise ratio
PBC Polarization beam combiner
PBS Polarization beam splitter
PMD Polarization-mode dispersion
PSK Phase-shift keying
QPSK Quadrature phase-shift keying
RDE Radius-directed equalization
RF Radio-frequency
RX Receiver
SDH Synchronous digital hierarchy
SDM Spatial-division multiplexing
SMF Standard single-mode fiber
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
SONET Synchronous optical networking
SPM Self-phase modulation
TEC Thermoelectric cooler
TIA Transimpedance amplifier
TX Transmitter
WDM Wavelength-division multiplexing
XPM Cross-phase modulation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As of the time of this writing, August 2017, it is estimated that almost half of the
world’s population are Internet users [1]. As such they are also users of fiber-optical
communication, which is a technology crucial for the network infrastructure sup-
porting the Internet. The usage of fiber-optical links ranges from underwater cables
spanning thousands of kilometers, transporting data between continents, to high-
capacity networks in the datacenters of service providers.
There are several inventions that have enabled fiber optical communication and
the growth of throughput in deployed systems. The low-loss optical fiber [2] and
the laser [3] are fundamental for fiber-optical communication, and the invention of
the erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) [4] extended the repeater-free reach and
enabled the throughput to increase with wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM).
More recently, coherent detection in combination with digital signal processing (DSP)
[5] has enabled modulation formats with higher spectral efficiency. In addition, in-
formation theory, founded with Claude Shannons landmark paper [6], as well as error
control coding [7, 8] are fundamental for the capacity of modern systems.
Altogether, the fiber capacity has increased several orders in the last decades.
Lucky enough, the power consumption of the equipment has not seen the same incre-
ase, which has enabled the energy consumption per bit to decrease. For transatlantic
cables, this decrease was estimated to be 20% annually [9]. However, the annual
data traffic growth is estimated to be 40-50% [10], so the overall power consumption
and energy use of the network infrastructure is increasing. There are several reasons
to work to mitigate this trend. Maybe the most obvious one is the effects the use of
fossil energy has on our planet [11], but there are also more pragmatical reasons to
improve energy efficiency. Apart from the obvious cost of energy that can be seen on
any network operator’s electricity bill, wasted energy takes the form of heat which
1
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requires cooling and set limits to how dense equipment can be packed [12]. Since
space is a costly resource, this provides an additional incentive to improve energy
efficiency.
This has created a need for a changed approach to development in the area of
fiber optics. While the traditional approach has been to focus on performance and
cost when designing systems, the systems of tomorrow need to be designed with an
equal focus on power consumption.The work in this thesis contributes to this design
paradigm.
1.1 The role of coherent technologies
This focus of this work is on fiber-optical links using coherent detection. The strength
of coherent detection is that it enables detection of the full optical field, which has
the advantages that it enables the use of higher order modulation formats and that
signal impairments can be compensated for with DSP. However, coherent transcei-
vers have a significantly higher complexity and power consumption than transceivers
for intensity-modulated signals. Therefore, coherent technologies have traditionally
mainly been used in long-haul, high capacity links. Due to the large investments
involved in e.g. submarine cables, and the relatively low number of installed links,
the sensitivity to transceiver cost and power consumption is relatively low in this
area. However, the use of coherent detection also in shorter links is on the rise—
mainly in metro networks [13], but also in inter-datacenter interconnects [14]. These
applications are more sensitive to cost and power consumption.
1.2 This thesis
The main topic of this thesis is power consumption in coherent fiber-optical com-
munication systems. The overarching goal is to contribute to an increased energy
efficiency of such systems. This problem is approached on the link level, as oppo-
sed to optimizing energy efficiency on the lower component level, or on the higher
network level. The papers included in this thesis falls into two categories: Model-
ling and understanding power consumption tradeoffs [Paper A–B], and investigating
possibly power saving transmission schemes [Paper C].
In [Paper A], the power consumption of optical amplifiers is modelled, and the
tradeoff between power consumption and signal quality in terms of optical signal-
to-noise ratio (OSNR) is investigated. The amplifier power consumption model in-
cludes both EDFAs and distributed Raman amplification. The connection between
the OSNR and the power consumption enables analysis of the implications different
2
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modulation formats and forward error correction (FEC) schemes has on the amplifier
power consumption.
In [Paper B] we investigate a minimal-DSP link, where length-dependent trans-
mission impairments are absent, and polarization demultiplexing and carrier-recovery
are aided by an optical pilot-tone.
In [Paper C] we investigate the possibilities of utilizing the phase coherence of
optical frequency combs to improve the efficiency of carrier-recovery algorithms in
multi-wavelength receivers.
1.2.1 Thesis outline
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides an overview over cohe-
rent fiber-optical communication systems and their power consumption, discussing
how the basic building blocks and phenomena contribute to the power consumption.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the power consumption of the two most common optical
amplification technologies, EDFAs and Raman amplification. We develop power
consumption models from basic amplifier models and discuss system-wide trade-offs
between amplifier power consumption and signal quality. In Chapter 4 the basic DSP
functions needed in coherent systems are described and the challenges of modelling
DSP power consumption are discussed. The topic of Chapter 5 is carrier-recovery
and how optical methods can be combined with DSP to achieve a more efficient
carrier recover. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a future outlook.
3
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Chapter 2
Coherent fiber-optical
communication and power
consumption
This chapter covers several aspects of coherent fiber-optical communication systems.
The purpose is to provide an overview over the basic building blocks, their working
principle and impact on power consumption. In addition, we briefly discuss impor-
tant transmission impairments, how they can be compensated for and the associated
power consumption.
2.1 Building blocks
A telecommunication system, such as a fiber-optical link contains three essential
parts: A transmitter that takes information and converts into a physical signal, a
transmission medium that carries the signal, and a receiver that converts the signal
back to usable data. In a fiber-optical link, the signal is carried on a lightwave,
through an optical fiber, which is the transmission medium. However, the transmitter
and receiver technology may differ between different kinds of fiber-optical systems.
In this thesis we consider coherent systems where the full optical field, i.e. both
amplitude and phase on both polarizations is utilized to transmit information. The
important building blocks of a coherent transmitter is the laser, which provides the
carrier lightwave, and the modulator, which encodes the data onto the signal. Optical
amplifiers can be consider to be part of the transmission medium. In the coherent
5
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Figure 2.1: Principle of (a) an MZM (b) an IQ-modulator and (c) a dual-polarization IQ-modulator.
receiver, the signal is detected with the help of a local oscillator (LO) laser, and
processed digitally to compensate impairments.
2.1.1 The laser
In coherent systems, a laser is needed both in the transmitter as a carrier and as
an LO in the receiver. Typically, diode lasers are used. Important properties of
lasers in coherent communication systems are output power, wavelength stability and
linewidth. To assure wavelength stability, active cooling with thermoelectric coolers
is used, which should be included when considering the power consumption. This is
described in detail in Section 3.3. A tunable laser suitable for use in coherent systems
can consume several watts [15], which is a considerable part of the transmitter power
consumption [16]. However, in a transceiver, the same laser can often be used both as
a carrier for the transmitter part and LO for the receiver part, thus sharing the power
consumption.
2.1.2 The modulator
Coherent systems use optical in-phase-quadrature (IQ) modulators to modulate the
full optical field. Although a single dual-drive Mach-Zehnder modulator can be
used for quadrature modulation [17], to achieve independent modulation of the in-
phase and quadrature dimensions, optical IQ-modulators are constructed with pa-
rallel Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZM). Mach-Zehnder modulators are based on
placing two phase modulators in an interferometric structure, like in Fig. 2.1(a). If
opposite voltages are applied to the phase modulators, the amplitude of the output of
the MZM can be modulated between −1 and 1 following the real axis in the transiti-
ons. To achieve modulation over the whole complex plane, two MZMs are combined
with a 90◦ phase shift (Fig. 2.1(b)). Finally, to modulate the full optical field, i.e.
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both polarizations, the output from two MZM-based IQ-modulators are combined
with a polarization beam-combiner (PBC) (Fig. 2.1(c)).
Important parameters for modulators are bandwidth, drive voltage and insertion
losses, which are all related. The drive voltage is characterized by the voltage to
achieve a phase shift of 180◦ (or pi) in the child phase modulators, written Vpi . For
the MZM described above, this corresponds to the voltage needed to go between
−1 and 1. High-speed phase modulators are often based on the travelling-wave de-
sign [17, Ch. 2], where the electrodes are designed as a transmission line alongside
the optical waveguide. In a travelling-wave modulator, the light is modulated as it tra-
vels through the waveguide. To lower the Vpi it is desirable to have a long interaction
length between the electrical signal and the light, but due to difference in propagation
speed between the electrical signal and the light, a long interaction length will reduce
the modulation bandwidth of the modulator [17, Ch. 2]. In addition, long interaction
lengths will increase losses both in the electrical transmission line and the optical
waveguide [18].
The power consumption of the modulator has two main components. First, high
insertion losses require high optical power from the transmitter laser, or even booster
amplifiers. Second, a high drive voltage leads to a high electrical power consumption.
The electrical power is not consumed in the modulation process itself, but is rather
dissipated in the 50Ω terminations or in transmission line losses, and is proportional
to V 2pi . In [16], it is estimated that the modulator constitutes around 35% of the
transmitter power consumption.
Phase modulators can be constructed from several different materials, but the
most established today is lithium-niobate (LiNbO3), where phase-modulation is achie-
ved through the electro-optic effect. Other possible materials are indium phosphide
(InP) and silicon. Modulators based on InP can be integrated with other InP optical
components, such as tunable lasers, receivers and arrayed waveguide gratings [19].
Silicon-based modulators has the advantage of being possible to integrate with sili-
con electronics [18].
2.1.3 The optical amplifier
To manage fiber losses optical amplification is used, most commonly in the form of
lumped erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs). The optical amplifiers are also the
most important noise source, as they inherently add amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) noise to the signal. The EDFAs are inserted with a spacing of between 50 km
and 100 km. Alternatively, the transmission fiber can be used as amplification me-
dium through stimulated Raman scattering. Since the amplification takes place along
the transmission fiber, this is referred to as distributed amplification. The main reason
7
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Figure 2.2: A phase- and polarization-diversity coherent receiver.
for using Raman amplification is its beneficial noise properties. Optical amplifiers
are covered in detail in Chapter 3.
2.1.4 The coherent receiver
Today, the term coherent receiver usually refers to a phase- and polarization-diversity
coherent receiver, that is capable of detecting both phase and amplitude of the optical
field. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic of such receiver. The optical signal is split into
orthogonal polarization states with a polarization beam splitter (PBS) and each of
the polarizations is mixed with an LO laser in a 90◦ hybrid. The signal and LO is
detected with balanced photodetectors. Optical 90◦ hybrids can be realized in several
ways [20]. Typically, the receiver is operated in intradyne mode, which means that
the LO laser is kept at approximately, but not exactly, the same frequency as the
signal. Then there will be a remaining frequency difference between the signal and
the LO that needs to be tracked using digital signal processing.
The signal from the photodetectors can be amplified with transimpedance ampli-
fiers (TIAs) before analog-to-digital conversion. Power consumption of photodiode
bias and TIAs is a comparably small part of the receiver power consumption [16].
2.1.5 Analog-to-digital conversion
The analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) are responsible for converting the analog
signal from the balanced detectors to fixed-point digital signals suitable for digital
signal processing (DSP). For fiber-optical systems, the most suitable technology is
based on time-interleaved successive approximation [21]. The power consumption of
this ADC technology is approximately linearly dependent on the ADC bit resolution,
which determines the number of quantization levels, and the sampling rate [22].
8
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2.1.6 Digital signal processing
DSP is an essential part of coherent optical communication systems, and also a major
power consumer. Chapter 4 covers DSP in detail.
2.1.7 Forward error correction
Often, a signal is consider error free if the bit-error rate (BER) is below 10−15. To
achieve such low BERs, modern fiber optical communication systems rely on for-
ward error correction (FEC), where a small redundancy added to the signal is tra-
ded against a significantly higher tolerance to noise and other impairments. FEC
codes require encoding and decoding that may consume considerable amounts of
power [16, 23].
There are two main categories of error-correcting codes, hard-decision codes
and soft-decision codes. Hard-decision codes are decoded after a symbol decision
has been made, while soft-decision codes perform decoding based on soft informa-
tion about the received samples. Typically, soft-decision codes have a higher error-
correcting capability at the cost of a higher decoding complexity and power con-
sumption. Hard-decision codes can be described with the maximum pre-FEC BER
allowed to achieve a post-FEC BER of 10−15, and this FEC performance measure
is often used for soft decision codes as well. However, for soft-decision codes, pre-
FEC BER has been shown to be a poor predictor for post-FEC BER [24]. Instead,
the generalized mutual information (GMI) can be used.
The overall trend is that a higher error-correcting capability leads to a higher po-
wer consumption. Since the power consumption of the line amplifiers can be reduced
if the OSNR is lower, there is possibly a trade-off between the FEC power consump-
tion and the power consumption of the amplifiers. Indeed, in [Paper A] we find that
there are cases where the combined FEC and amplifier power consumption can be
lowered by using a more powerful FEC and operating the system at a lower OSNR.
However, specific details of the code type, design and implementation has also a big
impact on the power consumption, so one should be careful before drawing to wide
conclusions from this example.
2.2 Transmission impairments
Propagation in the fiber will distort the signal. These distortions can be divided into
two main categories, linear impairments and non-linear impairments. This section
will discuss these impairments and how they can be compensated for. In addition,
9
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the power consumption related to the compensation of the impairments is briefly
covered.
2.2.1 Chromatic and polarization-mode dispersion
Chromatic dispersion is caused by the frequency dependence of the propagation con-
stant in the fiber. This is caused by a combination of material dispersion and waveg-
uide dispersion. Chromatic dispersion causes inter-symbol interference (ISI) and if
it is not compensated for, it severely limits the transmission reach. Compensation
can be performed both in the optical domain or electronically using DSP. The most
common optical method is dispersion-compensating fiber (DCF), which has been de-
sign to have a dispersion parameter with an opposite sign to that of standard single
mode fiber (SMF). Another method is fiber Bragg gratings (FBG). Optical dispersion
compensation contributes to the power consumption by introduces losses that need
to be compensated with optical amplification [25]. Since FBGs have lower losses
than DCF [26], they are a more power efficient choice. DSP-based electronic disper-
sion is covered in more detail in Section 4.1.2. If used, it is one of the major power
consumers in the receiver [16].
Polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) is caused by fiber birefringence, which le-
ads to a polarization dependent propagation constant. The birefringence is caused by
small deviations of the fiber core geometry along the fiber. Since the effect PMD has
on the signal varies depending on the polarization, and the polarization drifts with
time, PMD is a time dependent impairment. From a signal processing point of view,
PMD causes a frequency dependent crosstalk between the polarizations, and can thus
be compensated for with a 2×2 MIMO-equalizer. Since PMD varies with time, this
equalizer needs to be adaptive.
2.2.2 Non-linear impairments
In addition to the previously discussed linear impairments, the non-linear power de-
pendence of the refractive index of the optical fiber causes transmission impairments.
The refractive index of optical fiber has a quadratic dependence on optical power,
which is known as the Kerr effect. Since the light is highly confined in the core,
which leads to high power densities, non-linear effects are important even though si-
lica is not highly non-linear. Through the power dependence of the refractive index,
the signal will distort itself through self-phase modulation (SPM) and also interact
with other wavelength channels and noise through cross-phase modulation (XPM)
and four-wave mixing (FWM).
Non-linear transmission impairments can be partly compensated using digital
back-propagation (DBP) [27], but this involves solving the non-linear Schrödinger
10
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equation which is computationally intensive. While DBP has been extensively ana-
lyzed from a performance point of view [28], only a few investigations of implemen-
tation aspects exist [29, 30].
In long-haul links without inline dispersion compensation, nonlinear effects can
often be treated as Gaussian noise [31, 32]. The reason for this description to be
valid is that the signal distortion caused by chromatic dispersion causes the nonli-
near interference to resemble Gaussian noise. This model is widely known as the
Gaussian-noise model or GN model. The underlying theory has been described in
e.g. [31, 32]. The fundamental result is that an additional term SNLI proportional to
the cube of signal power is added to the noise power spectral density. The optical
signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) is then
OSNR =
Ps
(SASE +SNLI)∆ν
=
Ps
(SASE + kNLIP3s )∆ν
, (2.1)
where Ps is the signal launch power, SASE is the amplifier noise power spectral den-
sity, ∆ν is the noise bandwidth (usually corresponding to 0.1 nm) and kNLI is a pro-
portionality constant that depend on fiber properties and signal spectra of the whole
system.
Another important results from this model is that it gives a formal expression
for the optimal signal power that gives the highest OSNR, which is when ASE and
nonlinearities balance each other. This is given by
Psopt =
(
SASE
2kNLI
)1/3
. (2.2)
This optimum point is in many cases used in combination with the Shannon capacity
as a measure of the maximum possible capacity of a fiber system. However, this is
not actually the capacity of the fiber channel. Instead it is a lower bound on it [33],
whereas the actual capacity remains unknown.
2.3 Modulation formats
Coherent transmission enables the use of quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM)
formats, illustraded in Fig. 2.3. Quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK, or 4QAM)
and 16QAM is today available in commercial coherent transceivers [12], and even
higher order formats are expected to be available in the future.
The choice of modulation format affects the power consumption in several ways.
Higher order modulation formats are more sensitive to noise, which may lead to hig-
her power consumption in amplifiers [Paper A] and FEC. They also require higher
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(a) QPSK (b) 16QAM (c) 64QAM
Figure 2.3: Constellations of three modulation formats.
bit-resolution which increase power consumption of ADCs and all DSP. In addi-
tion, higher order modulation formats are also more sensitive to impairments such
as phase-noise and thus require more complex phase-tracking algorithms. Howe-
ver, due to the increased spectral efficiency, the power consumption per bit may be
unaffected or even lowered [16, 23], [Paper A].
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Power consumption of optical
amplifiers
Optical amplifiers are a fundamental part of long-haul optical communication sy-
stems and a major power consumer [16]. They are also the most important noise
source, and the choice of amplification scheme has significant impact on the signal
quality at the receiver. To be able to investigate the trade-offs between signal qua-
lity and power consumption, this needs to be considered when modelling amplifier
power consumption. In this chapter the power consumption of the two most com-
mon optical amplification technologies, erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs) and
distributed Raman amplification, is described starting from fundamental amplifier
models.
Both EDFAs and Raman amplifiers have in common that they provide optical
gain by pumping an amplification medium with a high power optical beam. While
EDFAs use erbium-doped fiber (EDF) as amplification medium, Raman amplifica-
tion can be achieved in standard single mode fiber (SMF). Parts of the power con-
sumption of optical amplifiers is directly proportional to the pump power, so the fol-
lowing sections will be spent connecting the required pump power to other important
amplifier properties such as gain and output power.
3.1 Erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
The erbium-doped fiber amplifier is the dominant amplifier technology used in long-
haul fiber-optical communication systems. The amplification is achieved through sti-
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mulated emission, which is the process where a photon stimulates an atomic energy
transition. The energy is released in the form of a photon with identical wavelength,
phase, polarization and propagation direction as the incident photon. Er3+ ions are
used since they have an atomic energy transition matching the telecommunication
wavelength of 1550 nm. To provide gain, there must be population inversion, i.e. a
majority of the ions need to be in the excited state.
In amorphous silica, the energy levels of the Er3+ ions are broadened to bands,
providing gain over both the C- and L-band (1530–1565 nm and 1565–1625 nm
respectively). Population inversion can be achieved by optical pumping, either at
980 nm or at 1480 nm. Pumping at 980 nm a third energy level, while 1480 nm cor-
responds to the upper parts of the same energy band that is providing amplification.
3.1.1 Fundamental limits
The efficiency with which the pump power is converted into signal power is funda-
mentally limited by photon number conservation, i.e. the most efficient case corre-
sponds to when all pump photons are converted into signal photons. Then, the photon
flux (the number of photons per second) at the output needs to equal the photon flux
at the input, giving
φ sout = φ
s
in +φ
p
in, (3.1)
where φ sout and φ sin are the photon fluxes of the signal at the output and input of the
amplifier and φ pin is the photon flux of the pump at the input. By observing that the
photon flux can be written in terms of the optical power P like φ = Pλ/(hc), where
λ is the optical wavelength, h is the Planck constant and c is the speed of light, this
equation can be rewritten
Ppin =
λs
λp
(Psout−Psin), (3.2)
where Psout and P
s
in are the signal powers at the output and input of the amplifier and
Ppin is pump power at the input. This shows that if all pump photons are converted
to signal photons, the pump power needed will be proportional to the power added
to signal. The maximum efficiency corresponds to the ratio between the pump and
signal wavelengths. Assuming a signal wavelength of 1550 nm, this corresponds to a
power conversion efficiency of 63% and 95% for pump wavelengths of 980 nm and
1480 nm respectively.
Despite its simplicity, as we will show in the next section, the general behavior
of the pump and signal power dependence is well described by this model for ty-
pical uses of EDFAs in communication links, provided that the wavelength ratio is
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a basic EDFA, with one co-propagating pump.
replaced with a non-ideal power conversion efficiency ηPC. The model then becomes
Ppin =
1
ηPC
(Psout−Psin) where ηPC <
λp
λs
. (3.3)
We will refer to this model as the added-power model. By observing that Psout =G ·Psin
it becomes
Ppin =
Psin
ηPC
(
1− 1
G
)
. (3.4)
For large amplification the pump power has only a weak dependence on the gain.
Instead, it is directly proportional to the output power of the EDFA.
3.1.2 The two-level model
To further understand in which cases we can use the added-power model from the
previous section, we will study the commonly used two-level model, which was in-
troduced by Saleh et al. in 1990 [34]. The two-level model, as its name implies,
models the EDFA system as having two energy levels. Out of the two pump wave-
lengths mentioned earlier, only the 1480 nm case is an actual two-level, but the model
also describes the 980 nm pump system well, even though this pumping scheme in-
volves three energy levels. The reason is that the upper energy level has a much
shorter lifetime than the middle one, so at any time the population of the upper level
is negligible.
The two-level model relates the input and output powers of any number of pump
and signal beams, propagating in either direction in the erbium-doped fiber (EDF).
The two-level model is only valid assuming that the gain is not saturated by amplified
spontaneous emission (ASE) and ignores the impact of noise power, which can grow
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to values comparable or even larger than the signal power. However, according to
Saleh et al. [34] ASE can be safely neglected for gains less than 20 dB or input
powers above −20 dBm. Nevertheless, the two-level model can also be extended to
include ASE noise [35].
The process of solving the two-level model for one pump beam and one signal
beam is described in [36, Ch. 5]. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3.1. With this
solution, the pump power can be written as a function of the input and output signal
power,
Ppin−Ppout =
λs
λp
(
Psout−Psin +PsIS
(
ln
Psout
Psin
+αsLEDF
))
(3.5)
=
λs
λp
(
Psout
(
1− 1
G
)
+PsIS (lnG+αsLEDF)
)
. (3.6)
Here we have introduced the attenuation constant αs and the intrinsic saturation po-
wer PsIS. They are defined as
αs = ρΓsσas , (3.7)
PsIS =
Ahνs
(σ es +σas )τΓs
, (3.8)
where ρ is the erbium ion density, Γs is the signal mode overlap with the erbium
ions, σas and σ es are the absorption and emission cross-sections of erbium at the
signal wavelength, A is the cross-sectional area of the beam and τ is the upper-state
lifetime. For a typical EDF PsIS is less than 0.5 mW in the C-band, based on EDF
parameters found in [36, Ch. 6].
The two-level model is approximately equivalent to the the added-power model
provided that most of the pump power is absorbed in the EDF (Ppout << P
p
in) and
and that the signal output power is much larger than the intrinsic saturation power
(PsIS << P
s
out). The first condition can be fulfilled by optimizing the EDF length,
which is typically done in a well designed EDFA, and the second condition is ty-
pically fulfilled for a fully loaded wavelength-division muliplexed (WDM) system.
In Fig. 3.2 the two-level model and the added-power model are compared for two
different output powers. The power conversion efficiency in the added-power model
is assumed to be ideal, i.e. ηPC = λp/λs, which leads the model to underestimate the
required pump power.
3.1.3 Amplified spontaneous emission noise
In an EDFA, noise is added to the signal through spontaneous emission. This noise
is then amplified by the stimulated emission process, which leads to amplified spon-
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Figure 3.2: Required pump power as a function of gain for the two-level model and the added-power
model for two different output powers. Ideal power conversion efficiency is assumed in the added-power
model, i.e. ηPC = λp/λs. The pump and signal wavelengths are 980 nm and 1550 nm respectively and the
EDF parameters are taken from [36, Ch. 6]. The EDF length is optimized for every gain value.
taneous emission (ASE). In a typical system, the ASE does not have any significant
impact on the power consumption of the amplifiers, but it has a profound impact
on the signal quality. Any noise added to the signal stays and is amplified together
with the signal in any subsequent amplifiers, leading to ASE being one of the main
transmission-reach-limiting factors. The power spectral density of the ASE can be
written [37]
SASE = nsphν0(G−1), (3.9)
where h is the Planck constant, G is the amplifier gain, ν0 is the frequency of the
signal being amplified and nsp is the spontaneous emission factor. The latter is also
known as the population-inversion factor, and can be written
nsp =
N2
N2−N1 > 1, (3.10)
where N1 and N2 are the populations of the atomic ground and excited states respecti-
vely.
3.2 Distributed Raman amplification
Raman amplification utilizes stimulated Raman scattering to provide optical gain. Its
use in modern optical communication systems is mainly due to two important pro-
perties that may be advantageous. The first one is that the transmission fiber can be
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used as the amplification media, enabling distributed amplification which has benefi-
cial noise properties. The other property is that the absolute spectral position of gain
spectrum is defined by the wavelength of the pump. In silica fiber, the FWHM band-
width is nearly 6 THz with a peak at 13.2 THz from the pump [38]. Since the pump
wavelength determines the position of the gain spectrum, broadband amplification
can be achieved by using several different-wavelength pumps.
While the basic concept of Raman amplification is similar to that of EDFAs,
i.e. power is transferred from a higher energy pump wave to the signal, distributed
Raman amplification is typically operated in a regime widely different from that of
EDFAs. Compared to an EDFA, Raman amplification has a low power conversion
efficiency, which results in most of the pump power being lost to losses in the fiber
or still remaining at the output of the span.
Distributed Raman amplification can be either backward or forward pumped, or
a combination of the two. The pumping schemes determine the evolution of the
signal power as well as the noise properties. Since the signal power is maintained at
a higher level, forward pumping has better noise properties than backward pumping.
However, it suffers worse from other impairments such as pump noise transfer and
nonlinear transmission impairments [39]. In addition, Raman amplification is also
commonly combined with lumped EDFAs, so called hybrid amplification.
In general, Raman amplification can be described by a set of coupled differential
equations that needs to be solved numerically [40]. However, if the signal power is
much smaller than the pump power, the normalized signal power evolution is
Γ(z) =
Ps(z)
Ps(0)
= exp
(
gR
∫ z
0
Pp(ζ )dζ −αsz
)
, (3.11)
where Ps(z) and Pp(z) are the signal and pump power evolutions along the fiber and
gR is the Raman gain coefficient, which is related to the cross section of spon-
taneous Raman scattering. For a span length of L the pump power evolution is
Pinp (z) = exp(−αpz) for forward pumping and Pinp (z) = exp(−αp(L− z)) for bac-
kward pumping. In the above equations, αs and αp are the signal and pump attenua-
tion factors respectively.
The total Raman gain is conveniently expressed as the on-off gain, which is the
ratio of the signal power at the output of the span with the Raman pump turned on
and the signal power without Raman gain,
GR = Γ(L)eαsL = exp(gRPp(0)Leff), (3.12)
where
Leff =
1− e−αpL
αp
(3.13)
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Figure 3.3: (a) Basic schematic of backwards-pumped hybrid EDFA/Raman amplification (b) The signal
power evolution along the span for the system in (a).
is the Raman effective length. Thus, the pump power has a logarithmic dependence
on the gain.
3.2.1 ASE noise and nonlinear effects in Raman systems
The ASE at the output of a Raman amplified span is described by
SASE,R = nsp,Rhν0gRΓ(L)
∫ L
0
Pp(z)
Γ(z)
dz, (3.14)
where nsp,R is the Raman spontaneous emission factor which among other things de-
pend on the temperature and the Raman shift. For a typical SMF at room temperature
nsp,R = 1.13 in the C-band [40, p. 50].
Distributed Raman amplification is often used together with EDFA-based lumped
amplification to improve the optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR) and handle long
spans. For backwards pumped Raman, since the amplification takes place mostly in
the end of the fiber span, the reduction of noise power is almost independent of span
length. This means that the OSNR improvement due to Raman amplification mostly
depends on the Raman pump power. This is further discussed in [Paper A].
The Gaussian-noise (GN) model for non-linear interference described in Section
2.2 has been extended to cover also Raman amplified systems [41]. In the general
case the signal power evolution needs to be integrated over the whole span, which
is not always trivial. However, by approximating the signal power evolution with
simple exponential functions it becomes easier [42]. In fact, for backwards pumped
hybrid Raman, the effect of the changed power evolution can be neglected for lower
Raman gains, and SNLI can be calculated as for a system without distributed ampli-
fication. Pelouch [42] states that this is acceptable if the output power from the span
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is more than 13 dB below the maximum power within the span, and Curri et al. [39]
defines this region as when Raman amplification contributes with less than 60% of
the total gain in dB.
3.3 Power consumption model
Generally, pump laser diodes are used for both EDFAs and Raman amplification.
The power consumption can be modeled as being linearly dependent on the optical
power input to the fiber
Pe =
1
η
Pp +Pmm, (3.15)
where η is a power conversion efficiency that include all sources of inefficiencies
that are proportional to the pump power, and Pmm is a constant power consumption
term to account for monitoring and management circuitry for the amplifier.
The factor η includes several sources of inefficiencies. Firstly, the coupling of
pump power into the amplification fiber has a limited efficiency. Secondly, the pump
laser has some electrical-to-optical power conversion efficiency and thirdly, diode
lasers in many cases require active cooling with thermoelectric coolers (TECs) to
maintain wavelength stability, whose power consumption can be included in an effi-
ciency factor.
To find the conversion efficiency η , we start by writing the power consumption
as the sum of the power consumption of the laser diode and the TEC
Pepump = P
e
LD +P
e
TEC, (3.16)
where the power consumption of the laser diode is proportional to the optical output
power, PeLD = P
o
LD/ηLD, and the power consumption of the TEC is proportional to the
heat removed, PeTEC = QLD/kTEC. Here kTEC is the TEC coefficient of performance
(COP) [43]. The heat removed with the TEC can be assumed to be equal to the
electrical power not converted to optical power in the laser diode and thus found by
subtracting the optical output power from the laser diode power consumption, so
PeTEC =
1
kTEC
(PeLD−PoLD) =
1
kTEC
(
1
ηLD
−1
)
PoLD. (3.17)
This leads to the the total power consumption
Pepump =
(
1
ηLD
+
1
kTECηLD
− 1
kTEC
)
PoLD (3.18)
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which is proportional to the optical output power. To include also the coupling into
the amplification fiber we can replace the laser diode output power with the pump
power needed in the amplification fiber
Pepump =
1
ηc
(
1
ηLD
+
1
kTECηLD
− 1
kTEC
)
Popump, (3.19)
where ηc is the coupling efficiency.
The TEC COP depends on the temperature difference between the hot and the
cold side of the TEC. For low temperature differences it can be above 100%. Howe-
ver, the temperature in equipment huts can be as high as 75◦C while the laser diode
should be kept at 25◦C. In this worst case temperature difference of 50 K, the typi-
cal COP is only 17% [44]. Although Raman pump laser diodes can have a power
conversion efficiency of 25% [45], when this combined with the other inefficiencies
and input into Eq. (3.19) an overall electrical to coupled pump power efficiency of
3% is found. Here, a coupling efficiency of 1.5 dB was assumed. EDFA pump la-
sers can have a higher efficiency since they do not necessarily require active cooling
(e.g. [46]). For example, in [47] an overall electrical to signal power conversion effi-
ciency of 5% was used. This included also the power conversion between pump and
signal.
In addition to the power consumption of the pump lasers, which is directly related
to the operating conditions of the amplifier, such as output power and gain, optical
amplifiers also include control and management circuitry that consumes power. This
power consumption, which will be referred to as the monitoring and management
can be modelled as being independent of the operating conditions of the amplifier,
i.e. a constant term added for each amplifier unit. If just one amplifier is studied
the value of the monitoring and management power consumption does not affect the
optimum point, but in a system optimization scenario where the number of amplifiers
is allowed to vary it may affect the optimum point significantly.
Choosing a value for the monitoring an management power consumption presents
a challenge as estimates varies widely between different sources. In [9] a value as
high as 100 W is used for the total EDFA power consumption and [16] uses a value of
55 W for the monitoring and management power consumption. In [48, 49] the whole
amplifier power consumption is estimated to be between 30 W and 60 W. In contrast
to these values, Desbruslais et al. [47] use a value of 10% of the total amplifier power
consumption, which would correspond to sub-Watt values for a typical amplifier.
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3.4 System optimization
By combining power consumption and noise models, the relation between system
performance and amplifier power consumption can be studied. Several studies of
this has been published, and depending on the exact system model used the results
may differ. In this section the different approaches and results are compared and
discussed.
3.4.1 EDFA
One of the simplest system models is to combine the added-power model with the
standard OSNR model. In [9] this is done to estimate the theoretical lower limit
on amplifier power consumption. In this model, the power consumption is directly
proportional to the signal launch power, and fiber nonlinearities are neglected. If
the required SNR is fixed, the power consumption becomes directly proportional to
the noise power added in the line amplifiers. Thus, the power consumption grows
exponentially with system length. Shorter spans lead to a slower build-up of ASE
noise, and thus result in a lower power consumption. The span length that achie-
ves the lowest power consumption is zero, which corresponds to ideal distributed
amplification.
The situation changes if nonlinear effects are taken into account. Doran and Ellis
[50] investigate the situation where performance is determined by the GN-model and
optical output power is used as a power consumption measure. Then, the power
consumption can be analyzed analytically, and an optimum point that minimizes
the power consumption can found. Depending on how the signal launch power is
chosen the optimum point will be different. Either, the system can be operated at
the nonlinear threshold (in this thesis Eq. (2.2)), or the signal power can be chosen
to always achieve a certain OSNR. In the first case, where the system is operated at
the nonlinear threshold the span length that gives the minimum power consumption
is L = 3/α , where α is the fiber attenuation in m−1. This corresponds to a loss of
13 dB, which for a typical SMF is 65 km. In the second case, which is a more global
optimum, the span length is shorter than in the first case. The minimum points exits
due to the following trade-off: For span lengths longer than the optimum, the power
consumption increases since the increased ASE requires the signal launch power to
be increased. For span lengths lower than the optimum, the power consumption
increases since more EDFAs are needed.
In [Paper A] we investigate the system level power consumption by combining
the added-power model (including the monitoring and management power consump-
tion) with the GN-model. In a multi-span system, if the system is assumed to be
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operated at the optimal signal launch power the power consumption can be studied
as a function of the OSNR by varying the number of spans, and thus the span length.
When the number of spans is increased, the OSNR is increased. Since the amount
of ASE then is lower, the optimal signal launch power is also lower. This leads to
the pump power consumption being lower. However, since the number of amplifiers
is increased the total monitoring and management power consumption is increased.
This means that for a fixed system length, the OSNR that gives the lowest ampli-
fier power consumption will be a trade-off between pump power consumption and
monitoring and management power consumption.
3.4.2 Hybrid Raman amplification
Due to its low power conversion efficiency, distributed Raman amplification gene-
rally requires significantly higher pump power to provide the same gain as an EDFA.
However, its beneficial noise properties can lead to power savings in other parts of
the systems that outweigh the increased pump power consumption [Paper A]. These
situations are either if the monitoring and management power consumption is high
or if the OSNR requirement is high, such as for high-order modulation formats.
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Digital signal processing
One of the key factors to the success of coherent detection is that the access to the
full optical field enables the use of digital signal processing (DSP) to be used to
efficiently compensate linear transmission impairments. In addition, DSP enables
the use of a free-running local oscillator (LO), since frequency offset and phase-
noise can be tracked digitally, which avoids the use of complex analog control loops.
However, the digital circuits performing the processing is one of the major power
consumers in a coherent receiver [16].
In this chapter we cover the basics of digital signal processing in coherent fiber-
optical communication systems, along with an overview of implementation and po-
wer consumption issues.
4.1 Overview of DSP for coherent systems
Coherent optical communication relies on digital signal processing in several steps.
In Fig. 4.1, a schematic of a typical DSP-chain is shown. Signal processing is
needed both to compensate for impairments caused by non-ideal components and
fiber-related transmission impairments.
4.1.1 Optical front-end correction
Optical front-end correction compensates for the impairments introduced by the pho-
todecters and the optical hybrid. In particular, normalization compensates for une-
qual responsivities of the photodetectors and orthogonalization compensates for im-
perfect 90◦ phase-shift in the optical hybrid. The most common orthogonalization al-
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Figure 4.1: A typical DSP-chain. If large amounts of PMD are present The adaptive equalizer can either
take amplitude or decision-directed error information for the tap update. In the latter case, the error needs
to be calculated after the carrier recovery stage.
gorithm is the Gram-Schmidt process [51], but as it distributes the quantization noise
unevenly, other methods such as the Löwdin algorithm might be beneficial [21].
Similar methods can be used also after the DSP chain to compensate for a non-
optimal modulator bias-point.
4.1.2 Chromatic dispersion
Chromatic dispersion (CD) is commonly compensated in a static filter. It can be per-
formed by an FIR filter in time or frequency domain. The filter taps can be found
by directly sampling and truncating the continuous CD compensation filter impulse
response [52], but if the taps are finite precision, there will be a penalty due to quan-
tization errors. This penalty can be minimized by optimizing the tap values [53].
For long-haul systems, where large amounts of dispersion needs to be compensated
for it is more hardware efficient to implement dispersion compensation filters in fre-
quency domain [21], but for link lengths below 150 km, time domain filters are more
efficient [54].
4.1.3 Clock recovery
Clock recovery can be divided into two parts. The first is synchronization of the
clock frequency, i.e. the exact time base used by the transmitter to determine the
symbol rate. The other is recovery of the right sampling phase or symbol timing,
which equivalent to determining the optimal time instant to sample in the middle of
the signal. To avoid confusion we will use the terms clock frequency recovery for the
first and timing recovery for the latter. While timing recovery is always necessary,
the need for clock recovery depends on the transport protocol used. SONET/SDH
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are synchronous standards where clocks are synchronized over the system, while
Ethernet allows the clocks to differ, and thus requires clock frequency recovery.
Several algorithms exist for performing timing recovery separately [21], but it
can also be performed by adaptive finite impulse response (FIR) filters [55] like those
needed for compensation of polarization-mode dispersion (PMD), discussed in next
section.
4.1.4 Adaptive equalization
Adaptive equalization is needed to compensate for time-varying effects. In a fiber-
optic systems the most important time-varying effects are polarization changes and
PMD. Since polarization rotations causes linear mixing of the two polarizations, po-
larization demultiplexing is performed with a 2× 2 multiple-input multiple-output
(MIMO) equalizer. For this, only one filter tap is needed. However, since PMD
introduces frequency dependent cross-talk between the polarizations, more taps are
needed.
In addition to the time-varying effects, due to the adaptivity of the filter, the taps
will adjust to compensate also static linear impairments remaining on the signal. This
includes any CD not compensated for by the static CD equalizer and filtering charac-
teristics in the signal paths, such as digital-to-analog converters (DACs), modulator,
photodetectors and analog-to-digital converters (ADCs). The filter will also converge
to match the signal spectrum, acting as a matched filter providing optimal noise fil-
tering. If the error function used in the tap updating is sensitive to phase errors, slow
phase drift can also be tracked. It is also common to perform downsampling in the
adaptive equalizer in which case it will act as a timing recovery stage.
For QPSK the constant-modulus algorithm (CMA) [56, 57] is commonly used
for tap update [21], relying on the constant power of the QPSK symbols. While
it still works for higher order modulation formats, the tap updates become noisy
which leads to poor performance [21]. The CMA can be modified for higher order
modulation formats to include several power levels, known as radius-directed equali-
zation (RDE) or the multi-modulus algorithm (MMA) [58, 59, 60, 61]. However for
modulation formats with many radius levels such as 64QAM, this performs poorly.
Another option is to use decision-directed update, where the error is the distance to
the closest constellation point [58, 61]. This has the added advantage of being sen-
sitive to phase, which means that the equalizer can track slow phase drift. However,
this means that the error calculation needs to be done after the carrier recovery stage,
which then ends up inside of the equalizer update loop.
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4.1.5 Carrier recovery
Carrier recovery is performed in at least two stages. The first coarse stage estimates
the bulk of the frequency offset between the carrier and the LO laser. This is typically
done by finding peaks in the spectrum of the detected signal. After the coarse carrier
recovery, in addition to some remaining small frequency offset also any phase drift
due to laser phase noise needs to be recovered. Carrier recovery is described in detail
in Chapter 5.
4.2 Implementation and power-consumption aspects
Due to the high throughput requirements, DSP for optical communication is gene-
rally implemented as application specific integrated circuits (ASICs). Implementa-
tion of real-time DSP presents a number of challenges.
Parallelization
As the typical clock frequency of an ASIC is below 1 GHz, it is not possible to
process optical signals in serial manner. Instead, parallelization is used, which means
that the signal and subsequently all processing units are divided into several parallel
data streams and processing blocks. For many DSP functions this can be readily
done without impacting the performance, but it might limit the tracking speed of fast
time-varying impairments such as phase drift.
Quantization
Floating point arithmetics leads to a too high circuit complexity to be implemented
in optical DSP. Therefore, computations are performed using fixed-point arithmetics
which requires quantization of the signal. Since complexity and power dissipation
increases with the number of quantization levels, it is desirable to use as few quan-
tization levels as possible without giving rise to a penalty due to quantization noise.
Generally, higher order modulation formats require more quantization levels.
4.2.1 Power consumption
The power consumption of ASICs depends on the logic functions they perform and
the clock-frequency of which the circuit runs in a complex manner. This is because
fundamentally the power consumption is determined by the physical layout of the
circuit on a transistor level, where also internal interconnecting wires may play a
significant role. In addition, the power consumption depends on the the signal being
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processed [62, Ch. 5]. This makes it hard to estimate power consumption directly
from any given algorithm. As of today, the most reliable way of estimating the
power consumption of a DSP algorithm is to design an ASIC—including physical
layout—and simulate it with realistic input signals. Since this requires considerable
ASIC-design skills and also then a significant workload, analysis of algorithms tend
to be based on computational complexity, where the number of operations required
for an algorithm is compared. While this is often the only feasible option, the results
can only give a rough indication of actual power consumption [63].
An alternative is scaling values from an ASIC implementation with some design
parameter, as in [Paper B] where we used the equalizer design in [63] and resca-
led with the number of taps. This was possible since the equalizer considered in
[Paper B] have a similar structure to the one in [63].
4.2.2 Relative power consumption of the steps in DSP for optical
communications
In [16], Pillai et al. analyze DSP power consumption by basing their estimates on
counting operations, while Crivelli et al. [64] and Morero et al. [23] base their values
on actual power consumption of commercial chips. Although the individual estima-
tes differ, the overall picture is similar. All three sources find that compensation of
chromatic dispersion is the major power consumer followed by the adaptive equa-
lizer responsible for PMD-compensation. While carrier recovery is found to be on
third place, it is still has a significantly lower power consumption than the top two.
Both [16] and [23] compare QPSK to 16QAM and find that the higher order format
achieves an equivalent [16] or lower [23] power consumption per bit.
In a long-haul link, where high amounts of CD and PMD needs to be compen-
sated for, the DSP power consumption is comparable to that of optical components
such as lasers, modulators and optical amplifiers [16]. However, in the short-reach
limit where no length dependent signal impairments are present, the DSP functions
consume only a small part of the power [Paper B].
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In early coherent systems, the local oscillator (LO) was synchronized to the fre-
quency of the transmitter laser in an analog fashion [65] but in modern systems the
LO tend to be free-running and carrier recovery performed digitally, which now can
be considered the standard method. However, on a third place after chromatic and
polarization mode dispersion compensation, carrier recovery is one of the major parts
of the power consumption of the digital signal processing (DSP) [16, 23, 64]. Com-
bined with the additional phase-noise sensitivity of higher order modulation formats
that puts further pressure on the phase-tracking, this makes optical methods for re-
lieving the digital carrier-recovery attractive.
This chapter covers the principles of digital carrier recovery in more detail, and
presents ways of utilizing optical methods together with DSP to achieve a more effi-
cient carrier recovery.
5.1 Carrier frequency offset and phase-drift
With a free-running LO, the different center frequencies of the transmitter and LO
lasers will cause the detected signal to have remaining frequency offset. In addition,
the lasers have a finite linewidth, which means that their phases will fluctuate. Furt-
hermore, nonllinear propagation effects can cause phase distortions on the signal.
Laser phase noise is commonly modelled as a Wiener process
θk = θk−1 +∆k, (5.1)
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where θk is the phase of the k-th sample, and the ∆k is a real random Gaussian
variable with zero mean and variance
σ2θ = 2pi∆ f Ts. (5.2)
Here ∆ f is the combined laser linewidth of the transmitter an LO laser and Ts is the
symbol period.
5.2 Pilot-tone based carrier-recovery
Digital carrier-recovery can be significantly simplified or completely removed if the
unmodulated carrier is transmitted as a pilot-tone. Pilot-tones can be inserted as an
electrical subcarrier [66] or optically in various ways. For example, the signal can
be polarization multiplexed with an unmodulated carrier, which works as a pilot-
tone [67, 68, 69]. At the receiver, the polarization is aligned and the pilot-tone is
used instead of an LO. This is known as self-homodyne detection. Alternatively, the
signal and pilot-tone can be detected with a Stokes polarimeter [70, 71] which ena-
bles digital polarization tracking. Pilot-tone based schemes can tolerate very high
laser linewidths and also cancel nonlinear phase distortions [72]. In addition, digital
carrier-recovery can be omitted. However, since the pilot-tone is transmitted on one
of the polarizations, spectral efficiency is reduced by half. In addition, ASE noise is
added to the pilot-tone during transmission, which leads to an OSNR penalty [73].
This effect can be partly reduced by filtering of the pilot-tone. Self-homodyne de-
tection can also be realized in multi-core fibers (MCF), where the pilot-tone is trans-
mitted on one core [74]. Since the pilot-tone can be shared between all the cores, the
reduction in spectral efficiency is not as prominent as when the pilot-tone is polari-
zation multiplexed with the signal.
The pilot-tone can also be detected and the self-homodyne mixing performed
digitally. In the polarization-multiplexed case this is known as digital self-homodyne
detection [75] and in the MCF case shared-carrier reception [76]. The advantages of
detecting the pilot-tone digitally is that polarization tracking and pilot-tone filtering
can be performed digitally. In [Paper B] digital self-homodyne detection was used.
5.3 Digital carrier-recovery methods
DSP-based carrier recovery is commonly divided into steps, where a first coarse
carrier-recovery compensates for the main parts of the frequency offset. Once this
offset has been removed, significant amounts of phase-drift still remain on the signal,
which is estimated and compensated for by the phase-tracking.
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5.3.1 Frequency offset estimation
The frequency offset can be estimated by finding the peak of the spectrum of the 4th
power of the signal [21], which relies on the same principle to remove the modulation
as the Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm [77] described later. Although the modulation cannot
be completely removed for higher order QAM formats, this method is still useful,
albeit with a lower accuracy.
5.3.2 Feedback-based phase-tracking
Early coherent receivers where based on analog phase-locked loops for carrier reco-
very [65], where an error signal calculated from the signal is used to tune the fre-
quency of the LO laser. The feedback principle can also be used in DSP, for example
as in the decision-directed (DD) phase estimator in [78]. In this algorithm, the signal
is derotated with the phase angle estimated from a previous symbol, with some feed-
back delay. This algorithm can achieve high tracking speeds if the feedback delay is
low. However, the effect of the parallelization necessary in an ASIC implementation
is to increase the delay, so the tracking speed is severely limited in a hardware imple-
mentation [79]. Still, feedback methods can be used if they are combined with faster
algorithms [64].
5.3.3 The Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm
For QPSK, the Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm [77] is commonly used. Single amplitude
M-PSK modulation formats has the property that if the M-th power of the symbols
is taken, all symbols are mapped to the same point. This has the effect of removing
the modulation, and can be used to estimate the phase drift [21]. For QPSK, M = 4,
and the estimated phase is
φk =
1
4 ∑|n|<L/2
wnarg
[
Z4k+n
]
, (5.3)
Here Zk is the k-th symbol. To minimize the effect of additive Gaussian noise, es-
timates of a block of consecutive symbols are weighed together with the weighing
function wn. In the simplest case, all wn = 1 which is just a sliding average.
Since higher order QAM formats do not fulfill the single-amplitude condition,
the Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm does not work well. However, this can be overcome
by partitioning the symbols into groups with constant amplitude and applying the
Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm to these [80].
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the BPS algorithm.
5.3.4 Blind phase search
The blind phase-search (BPS) algorithm was first proposed in [81] and introduced
to fiber optical communication in [79]. The working principle is as follows. The
received signal Zk, sampled at symbol rate, is first rotated with B test phase angles
simultaneously
φb =
b
B
· pi
2
, b = 0,1, ...,B−1 (5.4)
after which the distance to the closest constellation symbol is calculated for each test
angle as
|dk,b|2 = |Zke− jφb − Xˆk,b|2. (5.5)
To reduce the impact of additive noise, the distances are then summed for L conse-
cutive symbols
ek,b = ∑
|n|<L/2
|dk−n,b|2, (5.6)
and the estimated phase angle is chosen as the one that minimizes ek,b. The length of
the summing window L is chosen as a trade-off between additive noise tolerance and
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phase-noise tolerance, where a higher tolerance to phase-noise is achieved for large
values of L. The strength of the BPS algorithm is that it can achieve high tracking
speeds even if it is parallelized. This is due to the fact that it is inherently parallel as
all test angles are calculated simultaneously. However, even if it was introduced to
fiber optics as being "hardware efficient" the computational load scales linearly with
the number of test angles. Thus for higher order QAM formats such as 64QAM that
require a high angular resolution, the hardware requirements of BPS might become
prohibitively high [82].
To address this and other issues, several variations and extensions of the BPS
algorithm have been proposed. The phase estimation can be divided into several
stages [82], where a first stage providing a rough estimate is followed by a more
precise second stage. The different stages can use different algorithms [82, 83] or
both be of the BPS type [84, 85]. One approach relies on the fact that ek,b can
be approximated as a quadratic function of the test angle φb [86]. By applying a
correction angle φk,c calculated using a quadratic approximation of ek,b, the number
of test angles needed can be significantly reduced. The final estimated phase angle is
then
φk = φk,b +φk,c = φk,b +
∆φ
2
· ek,b−1− ek,b+1
ek,b−1 + ek,b+1
, (5.7)
where ∆φ = pi/(2B) is the spacing between the test phase angles. The phase tracking
in [Paper C] was based on this method.
5.3.5 Phase unwrapping and cycle slips
All the blind phase estimation algorithms discussed have a limited estimation range,
and thus require phase unwrapping. The Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm produces phase
values between −pi/M and −pi/M and the DD feedback algorithm is constrained
to output values between −pi and pi [78]. The output range of the BPS algorithm
depends on the symmetries of the modulation format used. For square QAM, the
the output of BPS is constrained to a pi/2 range. When the phase reaches the end
of the estimation range, the estimated phase will wrap around and make a jump to
the other end of the range. This jump can be detected, and the phase unwrapped
by adding an integer multiple of the estimation range. However, if the phase jump
was present in the actual phase, phase unwrapping will cause a persistent phase error
of a multiple of pi/2. This is known as a cycle slip, which leads to catastrophic
failures. To mitigate the effect of cycle slips, differential encoding can be used. Then,
for square QAM, the two bits that determine the quadrant is differentially encoded
similar to differentially encoded QPSK [78, 79]. However, this leads to an SNR
penalty. Differential encoding is studied in detail in [87].
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Figure 5.2: Schematic of a frequency-comb based system with joint DSP.
5.4 Joint carrier-recovery
If several channels share similar phase-drift, this shared information can be utili-
zed to make the phase-tracking more efficient. This is in fact possible already in
polarization-multiplexed systems [88] as long as the polarizations share the same
transmitter and LO laser, which is typically the case. Spatial-division multiplexing
(SDM) and frequency-comb based superchannels enables to extend this concept to a
much larger number of channels, and can possible give large performance gains or
complexity savings.
5.4.1 Phase-locked multichannel systems
Frequency-comb based systems
One of the main characteristics of optical frequency combs is that the lines have a
high phase coherence [89]. In a multi-wavelength system where frequency combs
are used as carrier and LO sources, illustrated in Fig. 5.2, the phase drift on the
detected signals will be highly correlated and the phase-tracking can be performed
jointly. This was proposed by Liu et al. [90]. Similar, but much less scalable, is joint
processing of electrical subcarriers, as demonstrated in [91].
There exist many techniques to generate optical frequency combs [89], but par-
ticularly interesting for optical communication are electro-optic combs [89, 92] and
microresonator combs [93]. While most of the phase-noise of the combs originates
from the phase-noise of the seed laser, which will be shared between the comb lines,
some additional phase-noise will be added by the comb generation process [94]. It is
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not yet clear to what extent this will affect the possibilities of joint phase-recovery. If
the transmitter and LO frequency combs are not synchronized, the frequency offset
will differ between the channels, and generally cannot be estimated jointly. However,
if electro-optic combs are used, the difference in frequency offset is due to differen-
ces in frequency of the RF-clocks driving the combs. Since the frequency of radio-
frequency (RF) clocks typically is stable over time, the frequency difference can be
tracked very slowly. In [Paper C], where we demonstrated joint carrier-recovery
using two free-running electro-optic combs, we observed sub-kHz stability over se-
veral days of measurements. In addition, we observed some small phase-drift diffe-
rences between the channels that we tracked with a slow decision-directed feedback
phase-tracker.
Spatial division multiplexed systems
In SDM systems, the spatial modes typically share the same lasers, and joint phase-
tracking has been demonstrated both for multicore [95] and multimode [96] fibers.
Here, joint processing is performed on the same wavelength on the different spatial
modes, in contrast to the comb-based systems. Thus, there is no comb-generation
contributing to different frequency offsets and frequency offset compensation can be
performed jointly with no additional information. However, even though references
[95] and [96] does not report using any additional slow individual phase tracking,
small skew fluctuations have been measured between the cores of MCF [97, 98],
and it is likely that some individual phase-tracking would be needed for long-term
stability also in SDM systems.
5.4.2 Algorithms for joint phase-tracking
The term joint phase-tracking is often used loosely to describe all phase-tracking
schemes that process several channels together, but includes two main categories that
have quite different principles and benefits. The first scheme is joint phase estima-
tion, where the phase information from all channels is used to estimate their common
phase drift. Joint estimation was used in [91]. Opposed to joint-estimation is what
is best described as master-slave schemes, where the phase drift is estimated from
one channel—the master channel—and then used to compensate the phase drift of all
the channels, which was used in [95, 96] and [Paper C]. In joint-estimation schemes
the shared information is utilized to provide a better phase estimate, for example by
replacing time-averaging with averaging over channels, which improves the tracking
speed. In contrast, master-slave schemes do not strive to improve the performance
but instead to reduce the overall hardware effort. These schemes are illustrated in
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Fig. 5.3. In addition, any constant or time varying phase difference between the
channels needs to be compensated for individually on the channels.
Joint estimation
The blind phase estimation schemes presented earlier can relatively easily be ex-
tended to several channels by including single-symbol estimates from several chan-
nels in the time-averaging filters. This is described for the Viterbi-Viterbi algorithm
in [90]. The inclusion of additional symbols in the averaging increase the SNR-
tolerance, and the the filter length L can be reduced while still maintaining the same
tolerance to Gaussian noise. This way the tracking speed can be increased [91]. Ho-
wever, it should be noted that a performance increase can only be expected if the
system otherwise is limited by phase-noise. Any individual tracking of inter-channel
phase differences has to be performed before the main joint-estimation stage so that
the differences does not impact the joint estimation. If the phase difference is very
slowly varying, it can be found by periodically running single-channel phase estima-
tion separately on the channels, but also feedback methods that perform individual
estimation after the main phase-drift compensation may be useful.
Although the phase noise tolerance of joint estimation schemes is higher, the
computational complexity is not significantly reduced even if the averaging length L
is reduced. This is because the averaging operation is not the most resource inten-
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sive, and single-symbol phase estimation will nevertheless need to be performed. In
addition, the offset tracking adds some complexity.
Master-slave phase recovery
Master-slave phase recovery is straightforward. Phase estimation is performed as in
the single-channel case on the master channel, and the estimated phase is used for the
slave channels. For master-slave schemes the inter-channel phase difference is pre-
ferably estimated after the phase-drift compensation since it is easier when the main
phase drift has been compensated for. As long as any inter-channel phase differences
are compensated or negligible, performance will be the same as for individual carrier
recovery.
How much reduction of computational complexity is possible to achieve will de-
pend on the algorithm used and more specifically the relation between the complexity
of the estimation and the compensation parts.
5.4.3 Effects of optical delay
Different optical delay of the jointly processed channels is a limiting factor for joint
phase-compensation. This is not easily compensated for electronically since the
phase drift on the detected signal is a sum of the phase-drift from both the transmit-
ter and LO lasers. Since only the phase-drift of the transmitter laser will be delayed,
the phase-drift of the detected signals will not just be delayed versions of one anot-
her. Sources of delay can be path length differences in optical components, but also
chromatic dispersion in comb-based systems and differential group delay in multi-
mode systems. This will effectively limit the transmission distance for which joint
processing is possible.
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Optical frequency comb based systems
There are many interesting question remaining relating to the use of optical frequency
combs in multi-wavelength transceivers.
• The impact of limited comb coherence on the joint carrier-recovery schemes
needs to be further investigated. We have shown in [Paper C] that electro-
optical combs have a difference that can be compensated for, but to get the full
picture, the phase relations of the combs lines should be measured directly. In
addition, this should be combined with modelling efforts, to enable the design
of possibly more efficient algorithms.
• Joint carrier-recovery with more compact comb sources such as microresona-
tor combs remains to be demonstrated, and as for electro-optical combs it is
not yet fully known how the phase relations between lines from these comb
sources affect joint carrier-recovery schemes.
• Transmission effects on the phase-relations between the channels have not
been investigated. Chromatic dispersion will create a timing offset between
the channels which will limit the transmission reach, and nonlinear effects will
affect the wavelength channels differently.
• A full-system approach needs to be taken to determine how the use of optical
frequency combs will affect the overall power consumption. Even if the DSP
power consumption can be decreased, the comb generation process is associ-
ated with some power consumption which needs to be accounted for. Optical
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frequency combs can also lead to power savings since they take he place of
individual transmitter and LO lasers.
• A synchronized multi-channel receiver also enables joint estimation of other
correlated effects, such as polarization rotations and PMD. In addition, impair-
ments such as interchannel interference can also be compensated. The possi-
bilities of complexity reductions or performance boast utilizing this should be
investigated.
Power consumption of broadband Raman amplification
In [Paper A] we investigated the trade-offs related to the power consumption when
Raman amplification is used to increase the OSNR of the signal. However, Raman
amplification can also be used to enable amplification over a wider bandwidth than
in EDFA-based systems. This can be used to increase to capacity of a single fiber,
which could be more energy efficient than adding an extra fiber.
DSP power consumption modelling
There are many interesting research questions involving power consumption trade-
offs between DSP and other parts of the system. The work on these issues are cur-
rently limited by the lack of accurate DSP power consumption models that do not
involve designing a full ASIC. Developing such models would enable more accurate
predictions of the overall power consumption.
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Paper A
Power Consumption Analysis of Hybrid EDFA/Raman Amplifiers in Long-Haul
Transmission Systems,
Journal of Lightwave Technology, vol. 35, no. 11, pp. 2132–2142, 2017.
Here we analyze the power consumption of optical amplifiers and trade-offs between
this and signal quality in terms of OSNR. We study both EDFAs and backwards pum-
ped Raman amplification, and include also the power consumption of monitoring and
management electronics. We find that the value of power consumption of the moni-
toring and management electronics significantly affects which system configuration
gives the lowest power consumption.
We also study the impact modulation format and choice of FEC scheme has on
the energy consumption per bit. We find that 16QAM is more energy efficient than
QPSK, and that there are cases when it might be more energy efficient to increase the
the signal quality by shortening the spans instead of using a powerful FEC scheme.
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Paper B
Power Consumption of a Minimal-DSP Coherent Link with a Polarization Mul-
tiplexed Pilot-Tone,
European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC), Düsseldorf, Germany,
paper Th.2.P2.SC5.58, 2016.
As the demand for bandwidth increase also for short systems, coherent technologies
is become more attractive also for this kind of links. Then, as length dependent
impairments no longer need to be compensated for in DSP, the power consumption
trade-offs become different. In this paper, we study the power consumption of a
link with minimal DSP aided by a polarization-multiplexed pilot-tone. The DSP
power consumption is estimated by scaling values from a similar structure ASIC
implementation. We find that the system power consumption is dominated by the
optical components.
Paper C
Joint Carrier Recovery for DSP Complexity Reduction in Frequency Comb-
Based Superchannel Transceivers,
European Conference on Optical Communication (ECOC), Gothenburg, Sweden,
paper Th.1.D.3, 2017.
In this paper we investigate the possibilities of performing joint carrier-recovery
in frequency comb-based links. We demonstrate master-slave carrier-recovery on
10 GBaud PM-64QAM signals with phase-locked wavelength carriers with negligi-
ble penalty up to a frequency spacing of±275GHz. We find a small remaining phase
variation on the slave channels whose standard deviation grows linearly with the fre-
quency spacing to the master channel. The remaining phase variation is compensated
for with a slow, low complexity feedback phase-tracker.
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